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Dear member 

 Although the heat of summer now seems a       
distant memory, one of the highlights which will remain 
with me is the Haugh Wood walk led by Bob Hall when 
we saw 21 species, including the Wood White which, not 
least due to the efforts of BC and other volunteers has 
had an excellent season. We are of course getting a more 
comprehensive picture in the county due to casual        
recorders’ use of iRecord - a special thanks are due to 
Bob Hall and Ian Draycott for their efforts as Verifiers,  
enabling accepted records to go forward. 
 Next year is the Branch’s 40th Anniversary which 
we are keen to mark with some events - see Facebook 
and the latest Comma for details. In passing I should mention that we are pleased to have a new editor, 
Marian Newell whose experience in publishing will help us continue to maintain the excellent standards 
achieved by her predecessors. 
 Our speaker at the Branch AGM in Shrewsbury on November 24 will be Dr Phil Sterling. Whilst his 
topic “Building sites for Butterflies” may not at first sight appear relevant to a rural county, an aspect of this 
project has been to enhance road verges, and grasslands in urban areas.     
 Because our Branch covers a wide area the Committee discussed promoting local groups and how 
Herefordshire could feature more strongly. We resolved to include more of this county’s activists in         
communications, but equally to do more to ensure you get your share of resources. And you can help us 
achieve this, one example being take up of money set aside for our Plants for Pollinators campaign. This is 
an initiative aimed at engaging the wider public in practical steps to conserve butterflies, looking forward to 
our 40th anniversary. We already have a couple of schemes at Shropshire Hills Discovery Centre and at  
Coppice Leasowes in Church Stretton. The idea is to redress habitat loss by creating gardens or butterfly 
meadows to offer more opportunities to pollinating insects. So we would welcome suggestions for areas in 
Herefordshire accessible to the public which can be developed in this way. The Branch will give advice,  
money for seeds etc and for an information board which will include the Butterfly Conservation logo. 
 Work continues to create an online Moth Atlas; we have identified Craig Slawson, Staffs Ecological 
Records Coordinator to set up a database with an atlas for each County and a separate file for phenology. 
County recorders will then have to undertake the process of checking or entering verified records, a sizeable 
task. The atlas will eventually be linked to our own West Midlands website with some introductory notes. A 
further phase would involve the possibility of a photo gallery, and eventually species accounts with details 
of life stages, habitat, foodplant and so on Moth Recorders are at various stages in cleaning up records 



ready for addition to the Atlas so will complete this task at different points in time. Peter Hall is leading the 
way for Herefordshire.   
 Lastly, a repeat request. In newsletter 5 I explained that as we’d only been able to include 25 walks 
in the book, we are looking to put more examples on our website. You’ll see we’ve added 20 but only three 
of these were in Herefordshire. Can you come up with more? If so please send John Tilt or me a short      
account of the walk, key species plus route and OS reference, photos, a map if possible (but not essential) 
and a link to any related website. Lastly my thanks for Martyn for organising this and the previous five    
editions.  
 

 Peter Seal  -  Chairman, West Midlands Branch Butterfly Conservation  

Welcome to Newsletter 6 
 
 2018 will go down in history, or at least recent history, as the warmest summer on record, a slightly 
cooler spell in    August but otherwise one of the sunniest and warmest we have had in this country and 
many school children could go out to play or go on a beach without wearing their cagoules during the school 
holidays! Having had my second knee replacement     operation last October I was able to get about far 
more easily than for a few years and this I tried to do with my wife. So we looked to catch up on some visits 
which had been put on hold because of my lack of mobility and as a consequence we spent a lot of time out 
of the country and missed the great weather here. This means I have been grateful to the people who an-
swered my request for articles, letters or notes, etc., back in September and put pen to paper or  finger to 
keyboard. At least one has  told me that it is the first time that they have written for a newsletter like this 
and not to include it if I felt it was unsuitable!! No sir it was not unsuitable because it was a personal         
experience and I, for one, are glad that you have shared it and your thoughts with us. This is something I 
would wish to encourage in all of our members. I have been interested in butterflies for over 60 years but I 
still like to read of people’s joy and delight when some new lepidopteral experience delights them. 

 As you will have read above in the Chairman’s 
letter the West Midlands Branch is looking to include one 
or two more of us in Herefordshire on their mailing list 
with notes of meetings, committee and management   
decisions, etc., so we are better able to run this local 
group for the benefit of the Lepidoptera and the members 
of BC who help fund our work. It is not our intention to do 
a Southern Rhodesia style of UDI and hive ourselves off 
from the West Midlands Branch, in fact the opposite is 

It is with regret that I have to inform the membership of the death Dr Michael Harper on Tuesday, 18th 

September 2018 following a prolonged period of ill health. 

Mike was a thoroughly dedicated entomologist and naturalist and was absolutely instrumental in            
conserving the wildlife in so many places. He started recording invertebrates in  Queenswood, Dymock and 
Haugh Wood in the late 1960s and if it wasn’t for Mikes’ perseverance , the Michael Harper Reserves in 
Queenswood and most of Haugh Woods SSSI would not be what they are today. He was also a major     
contributor to the series of Books entitled “The Moths and Butterflies of Great Britain and Ireland” 
 

Mikes funeral was to have taken place at Eastnor Church on Monday 1st. of October. 



the case with us locally trying to enhance the work carried out both locally in Herefordshire and in the wider 
West Midlands. I will try and organize a meeting of a few interested members to form a steering committee 
for the Herefordshire Group, just  to help run it better for all. It is not intended to meet often once a year 
formally but by using modern methods of data dissemination and collection we can do a  lot by email. If    
anyone of you would like to be included in that group please let me know. Lack of email need not preclude 
you from joining either, postmen and telephone systems still work well! 
 My personal highlights locally this years have been the number of Holly Blues - Celastrina argiolus 
that have fluttered around the Holly Trees at the top of my garden. Both males 
and females, they are the ones with the broader black bands round the         
upperside of both fore and hind wings, and on some occasions there have 
been four or five of them at the same time. The conifers in next doors garden 
are also carriers of a lot of Ivy which of course attracts the butterflies in late 
summer. I even saw a Holly Blue as late as the 16th September at Kenchester 
Water   Gardens. As well as butterflies I have continued to run my moth trap 
although not as often as I would like, and it is interesting to see how a species 
that is common one year can become much rarer the following year. For      
instance this year I have trapped well over fifty Elephant Hawk-moths -      
Deilephila elpenor, far more than in previous years, but then I thought well are 
they different ones each day or are they the same ones being trapped over and 
over again? Take that thought on a bit and you start to look for distinguishing 
marks by which you can begin to identify individuals. The two individuals shown 
on the right were caught within a day or two of each other and are both fresh 
specimens, but look at the difference in the white spots on their forewings     
circled in green. Other specimens had white spots which were anything but 
round and yet others where the spots were broken up. Next year I intend to  
carry out a mark and release not with the intention of calculating population 
size but firstly to identify individuals and secondly to get some indication of life 
expectancy for the moths. If any of you find an Elephant Hawk-moth with  unusual white markings which you 
can photograph I would be interested in seeing them.  
 Whilst on the subject of moths, you may recall in Newsletter 4 I wrote about Ray Birchenough and 
the adventures he had with the Clifden Nonpareil one of the rarest moths in Britain. Last year there were 
two records for Worcestershire which had people very exited over the other side of the Malverns! This   
summer I went with a small group to Belarus to help look for and draw up some conservation ideas for the 
Danube Clouded Yellow - Colias myrmidone, Whilst there we visited the Berezina Biosphere Park and ran a 
moth trap, in the morning there were at least three Clifden Nonpareil and a fourth one dead nearby after it 
had been attacked by a bat. The Belarussian entomologist who came with told us that the most he had taken 
in one night was eleven! I say no more! 
 In the last issue we highlighted Haugh Wood, one of the premier sites in the county for butterflies 
and moths, I am delighted to say that I have included in this issue and article from Kate Wollen who is the 
forester with responsibility for this wood. Many thanks, Kate.    Martyn Davies 

Herefordshire Butterfly Records Summer 2018 

The first records for 2018 were both on 10th January, with John Paige finding a Small Tortoiseshell 
and Andy Nicholls a Red Admiral. Next 2 Brimstone records , a Peacock from Liam Bunce at Wessington on 
13th March, and then 7 records  of Small Tortoiseshells in March from various recorders. 

The rare Grizzled Skipper was recorded from White Rocks HWT reserve and Ewyas Harold Common, 
with a maximum count of 6 from Ian Hart at Ewyas Harold. Dingy Skipper was recorded  from Ewyas Harold 



Common by Ian Hart with a maximum count of 2. There was 1 record from Moseley Common from Sarah 
Cadwallader. A count of 14 Large Skipper was made by Bob Hall in Haugh Wood in July; Jeremy and        
Katherine Soulsby recorded 25 Small Skipper from the Bunch of Carrots Wye. Essex Skipper was seen on 
the BC walk in Haugh Wood in July, and also found by Jeremy and Katherine Soulsby. This species is clearly 
under-recorded. 

Pearl Bordered Fritillary numbers at Ewyas Harold reached a fantastic 346  on 19th May. 

Numbers in Haugh Wood were again low, with a maximum of 4 seen. Two records of Dark Green 
Fritillary at Ewyas  Harold and Bircher Commons. Silver Washed Fritillary were again found in good       
numbers in Haugh Wood in July and August, with a count of 8 from Jeremy and Katherine Soulsby, and 5 at 
Wessington spotted by Liam Bunce. 

 The earliest record for Wood White was on 7th May from Wigmore (Beryl Petters).  

Good numbers in Haugh Wood, both North and South : the BC survey organised by Kate Wollen on 
20th May produced a count of 98 in the North and 101 in the South.  The evergreen Beryl Petters counted 
108 at Wigmore on 6th June. There were smaller numbers from Ludlow/ High Vinnals/ Ewyas Harold and 
Woolhope dome area including the 2nd brood in August. The last record from Haugh Wood was on 17th     
August. 

Common Blue were recorded in good numbers in Haugh Wood, and also in the neighbouring Jones 
Hill Meadow, where Robbie Ledlie recorded a maximum of 10 in June. J and K Soulsby found a maximum of 
15 at the Bunch of Carrots  in July. Ali Moss-Davies recorded a single Brown Argus at Siege Wood in July. 
This was also found on the BC walk in nearby Haugh Wood on 21st July. Holly Blue were found in good  
numbers in April and May. Small Copper have been found in small numbers in a number of locations,       
notably the Bunch of Carrots Wye. The elusive Green Hairstreak  was spotted by David Taft at Gardiner’s 
Quarry , Malvern in June. With the hot weather, there were early records of Purple Hairstreak from       
Newton St Margaret and Haugh Wood at the end of June. Kate Wollen and Robin Hemming found 6    
White-letter Hairstreak in Haugh Wood South in July. There were also smaller numbers from Mansell 
Gamage and The Doward. 

July saw good numbers of Marbled White , with Jeremy and Katherine Soulsby  recording 45 from 
Garway Common. Smaller numbers at Nupend and Wessington HWT reserves. There were plenty of    
Meadow Brown with the Soulsbys recording a maximum of 38 also from Garway Common. Beryl Petters 
counted a maximum of 12 Speckled Wood at Wigmore, and Jane Wise recorded a maximum of 20 in Haugh 
Wood North. Mike Ledlie found over 50 Small Heath on Hergest Ridge; Allen Roger Bates found 6 at 
Swinyard Hill, Malvern on 19th May. The rapidly declining Wall was found by Dean Fenton  at Kington Golf 
Club, with later records from Ann Millard at Leintwardine Churchyard and from Sarah Cadwallader also at 
Kington. Ringlets  were found in good numbers again, with a fine count of 40 from Jane Wise at Wye  
Meadow Breinton. Gatekeepers too were again found in good numbers. 

Painted Ladies  were found in small numbers, with a large count of 6 at Snodhill Castle on 16th      
August. Peacocks, too were found in small numbers, although Jeremy and Katherine Soulsby found 13 in 
Haugh Wood South in July. In contrast to 2017, Red Admirals were few in number.  Small Tortoiseshells 
too have been quite scarce.  1 White Admiral was found by Lucy      Morton at river Wye , Fownhope; also 1 
from Queenswood Dymock by Kate Wollen and 1 at Lords Wood from Ian Draycott. Commas  have been 
seen in small numbers with a high count of 7 from the Bunch of Carrots and Haugh Wood from Jeremy and 
Katherine Soulsby. 

The Whites enjoyed the heat of the summer, and Large White, Small White  and Green veined 
White were all recorded in good numbers. Very few Brimstones were seen in late summer, in contrast to 



the spring . Orange Tips were first recorded on 14th April, with a maximum of 20 seen by Jane Wise at    
Breinton in May. The elusive Clouded Yellow was found at Lyonshall by Jane Wise and at Moseley Common 
by Sarah Cadwallader. 

 Concern remains about the crash in Peacock and Small Tortoiseshell populations. On a personal 
note, I have recorded 21 species of butterfly here in our garden in 2018, including both Wood White and  
Silver Washed Fritillary, but not a single Peacock! Something sinister going on: is it the use of neonicotinoids 
or a parasitic fly similar to the Sturmia bella that attacks Small Tortoiseshells. Time and research will find out 
why.  Thanks to all recorders who have sent in records.   

Bob Hall  Herefordshire Recorder 

Haugh Woods and its more recent records and management 
 Haugh Woods, managed by the Forestry Commission is now all SSSI,( 342 hectares or 846 acres)  
designated in 1989 primarily due to ‘the rich invertebrate fauna’. In 1969 the base-rich flush at the Pentaloe 
Glen and the disused quarry at Rudge End were designated as early SSSI’s.  
  In 1925 the Forestry Commission acquired much of Haugh, with the last western part of the wood 
being bought by FC in 1955.As early as 1926 FC clearfelled areas and replanted with larch. The traditional 
management of the wood was largely coppice with standards, the coppice cut on a 20 year rotation. One 
can just imagine how rich in insects the wood was on a sunny summers day. Oak and beech were also  
planted in the late 1930’s and 40’s and during the 1960’s much of the 1920s larch was clearfelled and other 
conifers in particular Douglas Fir and Norway Spruce were planted in around half of the wood. During this 
time, the trees were young and the woodland plants that had survived under the light shade of the larch so 
could now flourish. This was a good time for the woods wildlife. 
It was at this time that Dr Michael Harper started recording the moths and butterflies in the wood. By the 
early 1980’s Michael and other local naturalists were becoming concerned about the growing trees shading 
the woodland plants. In 1985 The Management Proposals for Conservation of the Lepidoptera Fauna in 
Haugh Woods was written by C. Steele. This report recorded butterflies such as Small Pearl-bordered Fritil-
lary, Pearl-bordered and Silver–washed Fritillary, Green Hairstreak, Wood White, White Admiral, White-
letter Hairstreak, Wall, Grizzled and Dingy Skippers. Of these only the Pearl-bordered and Silver –washed 
Fritillaries, Wood White and White-letter Hairstreak are still seen. Over 600 species of moths were recorded 
at this time, including 29 species that did not occur at any other sites in the county. The stunning but        
incredibly rare moth, Argent and Sable was recorded too at this time. Although the High Brown Fritillary is 
mentioned in the SSSI citation, there is no mention of it in the report. The report identified areas where 
coppicing and other small scale management should take place. Volunteers started walking transects in 
both the north and south of the wood and by the early 1990’s declines in numbers of butterflies and moths 
were very noticeable. 
 Once found throughout Haugh woods, the Pearl-bordered fritillary butterfly suffered a huge decline 
and by early 1995 only a handful of butterflies were found in the wood. The south population centred on 
the main ‘ pbf ride ‘ a forest road, with warm, south facing banks through what was then mixed woodland. 
The banks had not become swamped with either dense grasses or scrub due to the steep slopes and so   
violets could still grow in the barer areas. The population in the north of the wood was more widespread, 
on the flatter, or north facing sandstone. 
 Butterfly Conservation began working closely with the Forestry Commission and it was decided to 
initially coppice some of the roadsides on the pbf ride in 1995/96. The coppice coupes were usually no more 
than 50mx50m and enough scattered standards of usually oak were left to provide some leaf litter needed 
by the caterpillars. This work no doubt saved the species from extinction from the wood.  
 Work continued to extend the suitable habitat and the butterfly responded in the south, as            



evidenced by Jeff Andrew’s and Andy Nicholls's transects. In 1995 only 5 pbf were recorded in the south, 
whilst in 1997,following the first coppicing, 55 were recorded.  
 In 2000 and 2007 premature clearfells of 10ha of largely Corsican/Scots pine were undertaken in 
both the north and the south of the wood. The butterflies almost immediately started to use the hot south 
slope below the main pbf ride, and in 2001,2002 and 2006 pbfs were recorded in the north. Despite a      
corridor being created from the south to the north of the wood, these were the last records for some years 
of the butterfly from the north. The north always feels colder, having no southerly aspect, few warm banks 
and is some 60-70m higher than the south pbf ride. It is flatter, with dense grasses  on many of the ridesides 
and less foodplant. 
 Other conifer coupes were clearfelled and coppicing continued by our wonderful band of volunteers. 
The pearl-bordered seem very reluctant to spread from the main PBF ride but in  2010 one  was  seen at the 
very north of the southern part of Haugh, near to the car park in north Haugh. In May 2011 a survey of, 
around half of the area of Haugh south and the main ride of the north, found 103 pearl-bordered,92 wood 
whites and 24 drab looper on the south. On the north in half an hour,5 Pearl-bordered Fritillary and 132 
Wood White and 5 Drab Looper were recorded. This was the first year for many years that the Pearl-
bordered had been recorded on the north. Things were certainly looking up for the pearls. 
 Of the 60 known Wood White sites listed in the 2010 National Sites Dossier for the Conservation of 
Wood White (Butterfly Conservation Report S10-16,J Joy, M. Williams & S Jeffcote), only Haugh Woods and 
Wigmore Rolls support the butterfly in any number. Most of the 60 known sites nationally only support 
small numbers and many of their populations are declining. Haugh Woods is considered a ‘stronghold’ for 
the butterfly (BC Regional Action Plan for the West Midlands 2008) In 2002,  104 wood whites were            
recorded on the transects and in 2007, 308 were recorded and by 2011 468 were recorded. The north     
transect recorded 65 wood whites in 2006 and 159 in 2011 
  White-letter Hairstreak have remained present and illusive for years in Haugh, but the loss of the 
elms was a worry. In 2000 English Nature gave consent for 50 hybrid elms, known to support the butterfly, 
to be planted. In 2008 a further 200 disease resistant English Elm, Wych Elm along with Alder Buckthorns 
were planted throughout the wood. 
 The rare micro moth Spatalistis bifasciana feeds on Alder Buckthorn and was recorded again in the 
wood in 2011. 
 Today the Forestry Commission continues to work with Butterfly conservation and volunteers to   
undertake coppicing to try to halt declines and an area of larch was prematurely clearfelled last winter to 
help the invertebrates , but the Pearl-bordered in particular is not doing well. It disappeared again from the 
north by 2016. In 2015 the south transect recorded 15 PBF, and only 2 on the transect in 2016. Our ‘whole 
‘wood survey this year found only 4 individuals although these were all in different parts of the south so 
there is hope that they are quite likely breeding across the wood. 
 Despite birch being one of the commonest trees in the coppice coupes, the Argent and Sable         
disappeared over ten years ago, although the Drab Looper is found on many rides and clearings where the 
Wood Spurge grows. 
 Wood White are doing well and is found all through the wood, being the most numerous butterfly 
much of the time. Brimstones seem to like the now fairly plentiful buckthorns and I hope that the White-
letters will too spread out onto their new food source. 
 The SSSI citation also mentions notable flora such as the Wild Liquorice and the nationally scarce 
Stinking Hellebore. Both of these species continue to thrive on the limestone soils around Rudge End     
Quarry. Following scrub clearance and tree removal in the quarry, the Stinking Hellebore  increased from 
around 10 plants in 2005 to over 50 plants today. The tiny but beautiful micro moth, Grapholita pallifron-
tana has been recorded on some of the new wild liquorice plants that are springing up in the newly cleared 
areas on the far south of the wood. 
 Other species of note are adders, dormice and glow-worms. The Adder however is not doing well 



and here as in many places there are tales on woodsmen of the past killing them on sight. 
 The future - I dream of a wood almost entirely coppiced again, buzzing with wildlife that is not deer 
or squirrels. Economics is never going to make this achievable, so clearfells, ride management and small 
coppice coupes are the reality. We now have to protect most of the coppice areas from deer otherwise 
there is no regrowth of anything other bramble and birch, and squirrels make growing good quality       
hardwoods an impossibility. This all costs money and takes a lot of volunteer time, but is very worthwhile. 
So huge thanks to everyone who has been involved in either recording, advising or working in Haugh. And if 
you are free on the first Saturday of the month over winter do come and join us coppicng and enjoying 
bake               Kate Wollen 

 

 Having studied Marine Biology at university then recently married and come to live and work in   
Hereford it was the butterflies of Haugh Woods,seen when we were out for a stroll on a weekend, that     
rekindled my childhood interest in Lepidoptera. Later in the 1980’s we carried out a three year project, for 
the World Wildlife Fund as it was then called, in the wood where we marked over 900 White-letter          
Hairstreaks, and studied other aspects of their life-history.  Shortly after a visit from Matthew Oates who 
was looking at the High Brown Fritillary in other parts of Herefordshire and Worcestershire I actually netted 
a High Brown on the south side of the wood, probably the last one seen there.                 Martyn Davies 

As Kate has said in her article above the work parties are essential in the 
efforts to conserve some species such as Pearl-bordered Fritillary and Wood 
White in this wonderful wood. Please come along if you can. 

 

Here are the dates for the Winter 2018-2019 work-parties at Haugh Woods: 
Sat November 3rd 2018,   Sat December 1st 2018,  Sat January 5th 2019,            
Sat February 2nd 2019  Sat March 2nd 2019 

We meet 10:00am at Haugh Woods car park on minor road from Mordiford  to 
Woolhope at SO592365. For more details contact Robin Hemming on 07501 
020605 or Kate Wollen on 07786 526280 

“Making a Stand for the Wood White”  

 The great news is that Wood Whites have been recorded in good numbers this summer at several 
sites across the region, with 14 of these sites in Herefordshire. 
 At Haugh Wood (Forestry Commission) almost 200 Wood Whites were seen during a survey day   
organised by Kate Wollen and others (thank you to all who took part). At Siege Wood (privately owned 
woodland) 37 first brood Wood Whites were seen on two separate occasions in late May/early June, with a 
further 18 second adults seen on the 1st August. At Wigmore Rolls over 50 individuals were seen in just over 
an hour, with many using the recently created woodland scallops and the adjacent ride-edge. 
A number of other species appear to have done very well this summer. At least 30 Silver-washed Fritillaries 



were seen at Wigmore Rolls during just one visit, plus 20 Brown Argus and a number of Drab Loppers at 
Siege Wood on the 1st August. Butterfly surveys have been completed by volunteers at a number of key 
HWT nature reserves this summer, with Wood Whites seen at both Wessington Wood and Pasture and 
Common Hill. Thank you to all for your help with these vital surveys. Wood Whites have been recorded at 6 
sites in South Shropshire, including Walcot Wood (Forestry Commission) where a number of eggs and 
adults were found along with 25 Wall butterflies, during just one visit in August. At least 4 sites in Worces-
tershire now support Wood White, one of the sites is a very recent reintroduction and I’m pleased to report 
that early observations are very encouraging, we’ll know more next year. 
 At Monkwood (the Worcestershire reintroduction site), almost 300 individuals were seen in just one 
day. It’s remarkable that in just a few years the Wood White population has expanded from just 20 adults in 
2016 to almost 300 in 2018! Nearly 180 eggs were found during three egg- monitoring visits, thanks to all 
who helped with these essential searches. 
 Wood White emergence at Blakeridge Wood (2016 Shropshire reintroduction site), also exceeded 
our expectations, with a peak count of 34 adults on the 3rd June and a total of 40 eggs found during egg 
monitoring visits. Other butterfly species appear to be doing well at Blakeridge too; one egg-laying Dark 
Green Fritillary was seen this summer along with a number of Silver-washed Fritillaries and at least one 
Wall.  
 I’ve seen many more Wood Whites using shady woodland rides than I expected this summer, with 
ride-side vegetation especially under bracken appearing to be in better condition than the very parched 
plants in more exposed locations. These are only observations, but perhaps more variation within a      
woodland will be needed in the future to ensure the survival of Wood Whites and other key species if hot      
summers are going to occur more frequently.  
 The initial “Making a Stand for the Wood White” project, which was made possible by a grant from 
the Heritage Lottery Fund, ends next March but this is by no means the end of our work to conserve the 
Wood White. Much has been achieved over the past three years and there’s a strong commitment on the 
part of West Midlands Butterfly Conservation to sustain and continue this work. Further funding bids are in 
the pipeline and, if successful, we hope to extend our work to cover more sites. I’d like to thank everyone 
for their support so far and remind people to submit all Wood White sightings using iRecord.  
           Rhona Goddard 

Wood White project volunteer work parties 
 
Siege & Mabley Wood work party, Herefordshire 
Thursday 22nd November, 10am - 3pm and Thursday 10th January 10am - 3pm 
Habitat management work to benefit the Wood White butterfly. This work party is part of the Wood White 
butterfly project. 
Meet at Siege Wood car park (GR SO605343).  
Please contact Rhona Goddard if you plan to come on 01746 762364 or email rgoddard@butterfly-
conservation.org 
 
Joint work party with Herefordshire Wildlife Trust 
Tuesday 5th February, 10am - 3pm 
Joint Butterfly Conservation and Herefordshire Wildlife Trust work party to benefit Wood White butterflies. 
This work party is part of the Wood White butterfly project. Meeting place TBC. 
Please contact Rhona Goddard for more information or if you plan to come on 01746 762364 or  
email rgoddard@butterfly-conservation.org 



Celebrating Success 

As we enter our 40th year as a branch, we are keen to involve our members in celebrating our successes.  
We recognise, of course, that some butterfly and moth species are decreasing in number and in range and 
we clearly need to maintain our efforts to arrest these declines.  We are keen, however, to stress the      
positives and highlight during the year how Butterfly Conservation, through its regional staff and its           
volunteers can really make a difference.  Nationally, we can sometimes sell ourselves short if we give the 
erroneous impression that we are largely focused on monitoring declines in our butterflies and moths.    
Recording and survey work is important but more important still is the conservation action that follows and 
this has always been top priority for West Midlands Butterfly Conservation and is what we believe attracts 
new members to our cause.  With this aim in mind, we are planning a series of events during 2019 that will 
help to showcase our work and bring Butterfly Conservation to a wider audience.  Look out for details of 
these in future issues of The Comma but we are also looking for help from our Herefordshire members.   

Could you perhaps hold a garden open day to highlight what people might achieve for pollinating insects 
through the selection of good nectar producing plants?  Could you raise funds for West Midlands Butterfly 
Conservation through undertaking a sponsored walk, run, slim, or cycle ride?  How about setting yourself 
the challenge of seeing all 39 species of butterflies that occur in our region and seeking sponsorship for the 
number you see?   Could you offer a guided walk around one of your favourite places in Herefordshire for 
butterflies?  Do you know of an area which with our support could become a Place for Pollinators?  We are 
looking to create 10 of these before the end of next year and would love at least one to be in Herefordshire.  
Could you run a stall on behalf of Butterfly Conservation at a local show or fete?  We now have our own 
marquee complete with our logo that members can borrow plus leaflets and supporting material.  All ideas 
and suggestions are very welcome and with your help we plan to up our game in 2019 and achieve even 
more.  

We are also hoping over the year to produce a number of items to commemorate our anniversary.  Our 
2019 40th anniversary calendar is already available and we hope that all members will want to purchase a 
copy.  Martyn Davies has a stock and they are also available by post from Annesbrook, 2 Dewberry Close, 
Stourport, Worcs DY13 8TB.  Just £8 each (£15 for two) and please make cheques out to Butterfly            
Conservation West Midlands branch.  They also make great Xmas presents to give to friends and family and 
all the proceeds raise money for conservation.  Keep an eye on our website for more information on our 
plans and get in touch with your own ideas on how we can make 2019 really special.  Mike Williams 

 In Hereford, phone and call round to pick 
them up from my house :- 11 Rowland Close, 
Hereford. HR1 1XF 

Phone 01432266703 

Or by post from:- Annesbrook, 2 Dewberry 
Close, Stourport, Worcs DY13 8TB.   

Just £8 each (£15 for two) and please make 
cheques out to: 

 Butterfly Conservation  



Better Late than Never 

 As we all know, it is an indisputable fact that nature is full of surprises, but occasionally it also brings 
periods of consternation. When our local (and dare I say it) ‘nationally’ important colony of pearl-bordered 
fritillaries on Ewyas Harold Common failed to emerge, as they have done regularly in past years towards the 
end of April, we    began to concern ourselves. Yes, it was a late Spring and the day-time temperatures were 
low, but when the sun briefly emerged, surely we would see our first butterfly, a harbinger of Spring. 

 When the 9th of May arrived, a date when the colony has normally emerged and is at its peak of      
between eighty and one-hundred butterflies, our concerns became even greater. Had the larvae or          
chrysalises succumbed in the late cool Spring between in-stars? Had there been a complete wipe-out? But 
the following day, one of our team, Sue Young, who regularly undertakes monitoring transects on the      
Common, recorded her first butterfly and by the end of the day five had been seen. On the 12th of May 

fifteen were noted and by the 14th Lucy Morton, BC’s Reserve Officer, with a great sigh of relief, had      
recorded 106.  

 In the days that followed numbers were still increasing, so on Saturday 19th three of our group, Lucy 
Morton, Dean Fenton and myself attempted to count all the butterflies we could see in the areas where they 
normally breed in the bracken. Traversing large areas of bracken in formation and being mindful not to      
double count, in two and half hours of warm and fine sunshine we counted 346 butterflies! This was the  
highest number ever recorded on the Common and a reward to all the BC volunteers who have strived to 
maintain the colony over the years. We also had the added bonus of seeing butterflies in new areas of   
bracken, which have been brought into prime condition by selective tree felling, brush-cutting and mowing, 

enabling the butterflies foodplant, violets, to thrive alongside 
optimal stands of bracken.  

 The message here is that nature is very resilient and 
that it can adjust, quite favourably, to weather conditions if 
they are inclement and not to their liking. By holding off their 
emergence until the weather was favourable was clearly a 
very sensible strategy adopted by the whole butterfly colony 
and to very good effect. 

Ian Hart—Conservation Officer, Herefordshire 

Tuesdays   Saturdays 
  
11 September  22 September 
2 October   20 October 
23 October 
6 November   17 November 
27 November  15 December 
18 December  
  
Dates for 2019 available later but contact Ian 
or Lucy as appropriate 

Ewyas Harold Common Work Party Dates 2018 

Saturday Work Parties Contact Ian Hart 01981 
510259 or yellowrattle4@aol.com 

Meet at the Cwm Hill end of Ewyas Harold Com-
mon adjacent to the top cattle grid GRSO382302. 
Approach from Abbeydore off the B4347 at 
GRSO384306 

Tuesday Work Parties Contact Lucy Morton 07503 
220191 or lmorton@butterfly-conservation.org 



Letter from under the Black Mountains. 
Reflections on the year so far. 
  A cold spring followed by a hot 
dry summer meant that both moth and     
butterfly numbers here were substantially     
reduced until mid-August. The exceptions were 
Small Skipper and Common Blue, both being 
relatively plentiful and often able to record 4 or 
5 simultaneously in our field by the Monnow. 
There is plenty of Birds-foot Trefoil for the    
larvae to feed on and they loved nectaring on 
Watermint beside the river. Since mid August 
we have had plenty of Small Coppers upwards 
of five simultaneously nectaring on Verbena 
bonariensis. [This is the ‘must have’ plant to 
attract butterfies] There were a few last year 
and none for three years before that so that 
has been the butterfly highlight of the year. Not                 
surprisingly following such a good summer there 
has been an increasing number of second generation  butterflies - Comma, Small Tortoiseshell, Red         
Admiral and occasional Peacock and Holly Blue.  Very, very few Large Whites but lots of Small Whites. We 
hear so much ‘gloom and doom’ about Butterflies, and true, the numbers are undoubtedly down since my          
childhood [of that another day] but most ‘lows’ are almost certainly due to cyclical predation by                 
micro-wasps and the weather, rather than farming practices that are so often blamed. 
 Moth highlights were catching ‘Small Argent and Sable’ in the Olchon valley, Oak Lutestring, and 
two Clouded Buff’s [a first record in Herefordshire] on separate nights, both in perfect fresh condition. I 
last caught one aged ten near Satterthwaite in the Lake District. Many regular moths weren’t recorded at 
all. The last four weeks have seen Centre-barred Sallow in profusion [There food plant is Ash which along 
with Alder is our dominant tree].  
I think you’ll agree that that’s enough for this year!                                                                   Paddy Matthews 

Small Agent and Sable - Epirrhoe tristata 

Small Copper—Lycaena phleas feeding on Verbena bonariensis 

All of the pictures on this page were taken by Paddy—many thanks for the pictures and article. 



A Butterfly Novitiate 

 This spring, after the death of my wife, I was reintroduced to butterflying by my two daughters. I say 
‘reintroduced’ because, brought up in the New Forest during World War II I dimly remember butterfly 
hunting in those days, complete with net and killing bottle, as well as my elder brother’s collection of    
butterflies pinned in a display case. How things have changed: now I found a very different approach to my 
new hobby. 

 My first specific butterflying this year was in Haugh Wood where I misidentified wood whites and had 
to wait for nearly two hours before I was able to spot a pearl-bordered fritillary actually at rest. Through the 
summer a steep learning curve involved visits to Butterfly Conservation and Wildlife Trust sites in Hereford-
shire, Gloucestershire, Somerset and Dorset, usually with one or both of my daughters, as well as an         
excellent ‘beginners day’ run by Worcestershire Wildlife Trust. The more I learned the more I found I had to 
learn from books, websites and fellow enthusiasts. 

 The season finished with a holiday in September in the Isle of Man and a visit to Dreswick Point. 
There, amid the rocky, windswept shoreline we found a patch 
of grassland, perhaps thirty by thirty metres interspersed with 
rocks with its micro climate and its Sheeps-bit still in flower. 
We spotted a painted lady, a weather-worn common blue, a 
small heath and an unidentified white: yet there was not an-
other butterfly to be seen within at least three quarters of a 
mile of the site. 

 After the long winter months - and I do not see myself 
egg and chrysalis hunting - I will return to butterflying in the 
spring with renewed enthusiasm, encouraged by the excellent 
work of Butterfly Conservation and the Herefordshire Group 
of BC.     Charles Hopkinson 

Painted Lady Vanessa cardui 

Small Copper on the Stank 

 As reported in last autumn’s newsletter, Katherine and I have enjoyed periodically walking the Wye 
riverbank below The Bunch of Carrots, where we have come to expect to see Small Coppers.  2018 has been 
no disappointment.  Our tally per walk up until the end of August had been on a level with last year, i.e. four 
or five; but we were delighted when on 6th September this number was brought up to nine, with seven 
specimens seen where we have come to expect them SO 549378, and a further two approximately one mile 
further down river.  This high score was on account of having not just two pairs of eyes searching but more 
like fifteen, as this occasion was a bird walk with Hereford Ornithological Club.  Indeed, as the weather was 
overcast, all these specimens were not in flight and not even nectaring, but sitting with wings open on grass 
stalks, possibly hoping to raise their body  temperature prior to flight.  In sunny conditions we normally   
expect to see them on Tansy flowers and Thistle.  The sighting downstream of two further Small Coppers 
leads to the fascinating possibility that more are to be found away from their hotspot, so next year we will 
see to what extent this may be.     

 Thanks must go to Julie and Mark Thomas who own the part of the river bank where Small Coppers 
are commonest, and manage it sympathetically for nature.  

Katherine and Jeremy Soulsby 



Mighty Oaks and Purple Hairstreaks. 
 

Our garden adjoins the ancient oak wood pasture which is part of the Vennwood Estate near 
Marden to the northeast of Hereford. In the parkland stand a number of venerable old trees, mostly oaks, 
which by measurement are calculated to have been growing there since at least circa 1700. By good        
fortune one of these giant oaks stands close to our 
boundary with the park. 

Last year in late September I noticed the body of 
a drab butterfly lying on the tarmac of our forecourt. It 
turned out to be a Purple Hairstreak, Favonius quercus, a 
specialist of oak woodlands. This year we made an effort 
to observe the hairstreaks in and around the old oak. 
With a birding field scope on a tripod we have kept a 
watch on the tree canopy, especially towards evening on 
sunny days, of which there have been many this year.  

And indeed our efforts have been rewarded. We 
have had the pleasure of watching the silvery dance of 
these insects in courtship flights in the tree’s highest 
boughs on numerous occasions. The speed of these 
chases is quite surprising. 

We found that the best position for these        
observations was a spot near to our pond which brought 
an unlooked-for benefit. The literature tells us that    
these butterflies can spend their entire adult lives in 
their oak trees but in periods of prolonged drought they 
may venture down to seek nourishment. In our case a 
drink from the pond proved irresistible to several        
individuals which came down to us and we managed a 
couple of photographs as records of these visits. 

Purple Hairstreaks are not perhaps one of our 
most charismatic butterflies, nor our rarest, but they 
have a fascinating life style including close connections 
with the field ants which it is thought give a home to the 
pupating caterpillars. 

It is possible that each of Vennwood Park’s 
mighty oaks may hold an entire self contained colony 
which generation after generation may have gone      
unnoticed by the occasional visitor and the eternally 
grazing cattle alike. 

Paul Russell   September 2018 
 

A lesson for us all here! Local Oak Trees may well carry Purple Hairstreak colonies which go                  
unnoticed as we go about our daily lives, these trees may well be worth a visit. A pair of binoculars, a       
garden chair and a can or two of beer or some other tipple from about 6.30—8.00pm on a sunny evening in 
the flight period is a great start and obviously an enjoyable and repeatable exercise. Ed 



The Demise of the High Brown 
My husband Guenter and I knew very little about butterflies until we retired and moved to Yarpole in 

1992.   
We read that Andy Nicholls was leading a butterfly walk on Bircher Common so were pleased to be 

able to join him.  I was delighted when he showed us our very first High Brown Fritillary and so we began to 
make regular walks on the common. 

It was there that we met Matthew Oates who at the time was working for The National Trust at Croft 
Castle and he asked us if we would carry out a weekly transect to record the High Browns.  However, as 
there were also Dark Green Fritillaries present it was difficult to tell them apart when in flight. We carried 
out the weekly transect for about four years, which we enjoyed. 

Then, one day, I met a gentleman walking there and was astonished when he told me he had         
released 40 High Browns onto the Common the year before. I passed this information onto Matthew as I 
was concerned that this would now mean that our transect results were not giving a true record of the     
distribution of the High Brown.  We had no idea whether he had been doing this in previous years.  

We continued to do the transect until 1997, during which time numbers declined and, sadly, there 
are no longer High Brown Fritillaries on Bircher Common. 

Beryl Petters 

Dark Green Fritillary - Argynnis aglaja                 High Brown Fritillary  Argynnis adippe 
 
 
 
Silver centred 
red spots of the 
High Brown    
Fritillary. 
 
Green scales 
usually on the 
Dark Green   
Fritillary. 
 

 
The undersides are the best way to distinguish the two species; the silver centred red spots are the 

distinguishing feature of the High Brown Fritillary. The Dark Green Fritillary usually has the dark green scales 
on the underside but may be much reduced or completely absent as Ray Birchenough and I discovered on a 
BC field trip to Aymestry in the 1980’s.!!! 



AUTUMN’ 
Come walk with me 
When summer turns to Autumn, 
When sunflowers bow their heads, 
When nature turns from greens to golds, 
Pathways of leaves of crimson reds, 
Crisp and enchanting, 
Down fall the leaves, 
Barren branches, 
Naked trees, 
It begins to turn cold, 
A walk in the woods, 
Out come the squirrels, 
Gathering their stock, 
Year in and year out, 
Like the turning of a clock, 
Crab apples and elderberries, 
Gathered for their feast, 
A sneaky mouse, scurrying by with a berry, 
Saved for its winter treat, 
Early morning walks, that freshen the mind, 
Mist on the hedgerows, 
That rises from the meadows, 
Intregate spiders webs outlined with dew, 
Bales of hay spread out in the fields, 
Basking in the low Autumn sun, 
Hedgehogs nestling in nooks and crannies, 
For hibernation, 
Flocks of birds glide through the sky, 
To their migration destination, 
Others flying to their woodland roost, 
On Autumn evenings, 
When the air turns cool, 
The day turns to dusk, 
The sun sets in a hazy sky, 
I realise I have a reason, 
To love my life, 
Whatever the season, 

 I am not usually one given to appreciation of Poetry but this struck a cord with me and was written by 
BC member from Worcestershire. Having said I don’t always appreciate poetry I do appreciate good 
paintings and other art work featuring Butterflies and I thought it would be both “nice” and appropriate to 
feature other poets and artists work in the newsletter. So don’t be shy let us see what you have done. Julie I 
want a poem which captures the essence of Butterflies and Moths for the next issue! No arguing I have 
opened the challenge.             Martyn Davies (Poetry Philistine !!) 



Butterfly Conservation is a charity registered in England and Wales (254937) and in Scotland (SCO39268)  

Wood White Butterfly Talk 
 
 

Rhona Goddard will be giving a talk about the 
Wood White Project at Fownhope Parish Council 

Common Hill Working Group open meeting at  

 
Fownhope Pavillion 

Thursday  
11th October, 7pm start 

Herefordshire Butterflies 
 

Rhona Goddard will be giving a talk entitled 
“Herefordshire Butterflies” for Weobley and      
District Group of Herefordshire Wildlife Trust at  

 

Weobley Village Hall 
Thursday, 

7th February, 7.30pm start 

Herefordshire Butterflies 
 

Martyn Davies will be giving a talk entitled 
“Herefordshire Butterflies” for the Aymestry 

Group of Herefordshire Wildlife Trust at  
 

Aymestry Village Hall 
Thursday, 

31st January, 7.30pm start 

 I hope you have found something interesting and 
useful in this newsletter. I have started to put together 
the next newsletter due out at the end of February 2019. 
In it I hope there will be some more articles or letters, 
poems and pieces of artwork from some of you. Please 
don’t wait to be asked nearer the time! Start writing and 
get the results to me as soon as they are ready. 

Martyn Davies :- 

 martyn.davies808@gmail.com  

01432 266703 or  

11 Rowland Close, HEREFORD. HR1 1XF 

Don’t forget the work days—any help at any of them would be appreciated. 


